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5 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT TECH FORUM

1

2017 will be our 11th year helping the
book industry meet the challenges and
opportunities of the digital age.

2

Each year, we welcome ~200 book
publishing professionals from every link
in the book supply chain: editorial, sales,
marketing, design, production, and CEOs.

3

Since it’s presented by BookNet Canada,
Tech Forum offers exclusive access to the
latest research on sales & industry trends
and book buyer behaviour.

4

Past speakers have included: Cory
Doctorow (author of Information Doesn’t

“

The best
conference
in the
industry.
And I’ve
been to
them all.”

Want to Be Free), Kaya Thomas (creator
of the We Read Too app), Kevin Ashton
(coiner of the term “the internet of things”),
and many others. Our lineup has been
50/50 designated for the past two years.

5

Our nerdy cookie game is strong.

– Tech Forum
2016 Customer
Feedback Survey

5 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT EBOOKCRAFT

1

2017 will be our third year providing a
platform for the industry’s leading experts
to share ideas, debate, learn, and guide the
digital publishing sphere.

2

Each year, we welcome ~175 ebook
designers and developers for two days of
practical workshops and inspiring talks.

3

In 2016, we launched an ebook design

enthusiasm
–accessible,
comfortable,

that will return in 2017 with a $2,500 cash

practical,
inspiring.”

The conference is organized by a steering
committee of industry experts and
welcomes attendees and speakers from the
US, UK, and elsewhere. Our lineup has been
50/50 designated for the past two years.

5

Full of

competition—So You Think You Can Code—
prize courtesy of Rakuten Kobo.

4

“

Our nerdy swag game is strong.

– ebookcraft
2016 Customer
Feedback Survey
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NEW CONSUMER RESEARCH ON

& consumer habits for major book subjects; how
Canadians spend their free time; and more.
Updates on the latest digital advancements in

∆

∆

New research on: audiobook use; sales trends
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P WITH ALL THE LATEST BOOK INDUSTRY RESEARCH

ur mailing list: booknetcanada.ca/newsletter-sign-up
or follow BookNet Canada online

EBOOK
CRAFT

serialized content, digital influencers, “bionic
bookselling,” and the new “hybrid salesperson.”

w consumers discover
obooks
erred devices for listening
st popular genres
more!
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Inspiring talks on emerging trends, including

book publishing and bookselling, including how
to use metadata to sell more books.

A focus on accessibility, with hands-on
workshops and overarching talks discussing both
the bigger picture and practical advice.
Experts from the frontlines of digital publishing
explaining and debating the major issues facing
ebooks today, from DRM to Javascript.
The announcement of our 2017 So You Think
You Can Code winner, ebookcraft’s ebook design
competition, now in its second year.
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